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1 of 1 review helpful and intelligent prose This is not an entirely dark read By sue lawrence This is a modern day and 
more dystopian The Razor s Edge for the sack of the over lapping stories character development and intelligent prose 
This is not an entirely dark read rather a real world read Each character has his own highlights and dramas offered to 
me by the author s keen observation and presentation I was cap ldquo You set yourself up as judge jury and 
executioner rsquo Pamela had said but that was wrong you set yourself up as angel and await the word of God rdquo 
Luther Redding lost his job and almost lost his wife Pamela and teenaged daughters Katie and Lucy when the real 
estate bubble burst in Florida Now he pilots a Reaper drone over the mountains of Afghanistan from a command 
center in the bowels of Tampa rsquo s MacDill Air Force Base studying The Sheltering nbsp further secures Mark 
Powell s place as one of the best American novelists of his generation Ron Rash author of nbsp Above the Waterfall 
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